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FORMULA

ANCIENT DREAMS

TURNED INTO

FANTASY

THROUGH THE

NEEDLE EYE

OF DESTINY

IT BECAME

REALITY

01: prolog - vibes and tribes.

part one - the earth - transition

02: ascending

03: saving

04: craving

05: aviating

part two - the moon - mission

06: incepting

07: comprehending

08: landing

09: resuming

10: epilog - air and aware





part one

the earth - transition

ascending

saving

craving

aviating



A S C E N D I N G

( 1ST )

full moon is ascending
magic lights resending

from Heaven’s Gate so sheer.
( 2ND )

mist unfolds
the trace of silence

up to embrace
the grace of Highlands

it‘s peaceful-still-and near.
( CHORUS )

we wanna be there
we wanna take care

we wanna share
this shift in the air.
no matter how far

or close You’re from there.
( 3D )

You may hear
the whisper of eternity

a mild hint
from an ancient reality
is touching Your sphere.

( BRIGDE )

if You could see In a dream
twelve men heading
towards the chords

of a golden sea.
would You laugh

would You cry
or would it leave

a shiver in Your eye.
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S A V I N G
( 1ST )

a few thousand years away
from our time

early humans became aware
of our cosmic sign
when moon has got
a certain standing
one season starts

the other one is ending
after sowing – growing
was far more expanding.

( CHORUS )

we are sowing
we are growing
we are blowing

after all.

( 2ND )

gaining insight and unravel
the enigmatic tune

neither late nor too soon
within the cycle of the moon

once luna
was as near as the end

of the oceans
building a skiff and going

through the liquid motions
explore the core

of the galore
on- and offshore.

( CHORUS )

we are sowing
we are growing
we are blowing

after all.
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C R A V I N G
( 1ST )

Misses Luna was supposed to be
the daughter of the earth

born beneath the solar keys
(pleased to cease and increase .

Unlike the blazing sun
her mighty smile is romancing

a mild and soft outcome
when a feather meets a tongue.

 
( CHORUS )

Every night a different face
at any other place

telling us the clue about
the case of time in space.

( 2ND )
Misses Luna is orbiting around

bound to an ellipse
giving mankind a solid grip

even on a coffin ship.
By her own notation

what we call libration
affecting human vibration

tides are high on confirmation.
 

( CHORUS )
Every night...

( BRIDGE )
Guided by a higher

universal law
receiving outer-space protection

always on a tight inception.
Searching for the deep ground

of creation
emerging the gREATEST GIFT

of destination...
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part two 

the moon - mission

incepting

comprehending

landing

resuming
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